MAINTAINABILITY

8000 SERIES PALLET TRUCKS

With increasing demands on operations, warehouse managers work lift trucks longer and harder to stay ahead. So there’s no time for downtime, even when your pallet trucks take a pounding. And at 9%* of your total lift truck ownership expenses, maintenance costs can add up quickly. Raymond® 8000 Series pallet trucks are designed to lower your total cost of ownership by minimizing downtime and reducing your maintenance costs.

Using our proven, innovative technologies, Raymond pallet trucks deliver longer component life and easier service access and diagnostics. And scheduled maintenance intervals at 500 hours are nearly twice the normal rate of competitor’s that typically require service every 250 hours. All of which keep your trucks on the floor and working longer, harder, and even smarter.
Raymond’s exclusive ACR System™ provides on-board diagnostics and self-checking capabilities, making it simpler to troubleshoot the 8000 Series pallet trucks from the work floor. Electric brakes never require adjustment and have fewer parts to maintain. The lightweight Sarlink® cover can be removed quickly for fast access to drive compartment. And composite bushings are stronger than steel alternatives, and never require greasing. The Raymond 8000 Series pallet trucks are designed to withstand the most demanding applications year after year, and are backed with the industry’s strongest, most comprehensive warranty—Raymond Asset Protection™.